
AvryBeauty was created just for you - the beauty lovers of the
world who know that their customers and themselves deserve

something more.
 

We Formulate Without:
 

Parabens, Silicone, Sulfate, Harmful Preservatives and Animal Ingredients
 

A cleaner, safer way to pamper you clients

Everyday Spa Reimagined.
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Shea Butter Cream
Shea Bye to Dry Skin

This vegan hand and body lotion is enriched

with Shea butter and pure natural

extracts to restore essential nutrients that

leave skin with a silky-smooth feel and a

healthy glow. It's the perfect addition to

enhance manicure and pedicure services

with a massage.

Quick-absorbing Shea butter goodness brings the feeling of pure

bliss to the skin. Its ultra-rich, smooth texture softens and

repairs even the driest skin, with no greasy residue. This collection

comes in a variety of scents so every client can find a favourite. 



NOURISHshea butter
750mL | $24.95

Shea Butter Lotion delivers
a nourishing and hydrating
formula to moisturize and

repair the driest skin

This lotion is perfect for
reviving even the driest of skin!

With all-natural ingredients
and always Cruelty-Free and

Vegan.



CALMINGrose water
750mL | $24.95

 Immerse your clients in the delicate floral
aroma of Rose Water. Revitalize and

hydrate hands and feet with this
antioxidant rich cream.



REFRESHvanilla mint
750mL | $24.95

Vanilla Mint Lotion delivers a
refreshing, clean feel to your skin.

Known for its cooling properties as
well, Vanilla Mint is perfect for a
little wake up when you need it

most. 



REJUVENATE
honey matcha

750mL | $24.95

Honey Matcha Lotion is a rejuvenating scent,
and of course delivers the ultimate

moisturization and hydration your clients
crave.



INVIGORATE
sweet citrus

750mL | $24.95

With invigorating and energizing
properties as well as total

moisturization, Sweet Citrus Lotion
delivers ultimate skin benefits

through pure extracts from citrus
fruits.



SOOTHING
lavender sage

750mL | $24.95

Lavender & Sage Lotion Soothes and Relaxes
the senses, creating the ultimate luxurious

spa experience with pure botanical extracts.
Calm and soothe your clients' skin with our
vegan hand lotion in Lavender Sage. This

light, aromatic, & earthy scent deeply
nourishes dry skin


